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ABSTRACT

Despite the recent success of speech separation models, they fail to
separate sources properly while facing different sets of people or
noisy environments. To tackle this problem, we proposed to ap-
ply meta-learning to the speech separation task. We aimed to find
a meta-initialization model, which can quickly adapt to new speak-
ers by seeing only one mixture generated by those people. In this
paper, we use model-agnostic meta-learning(MAML) algorithm and
almost no inner loop(ANIL) algorithm in Conv-TasNet to achieve
this goal. The experiment results show that our model can adapt
not only to a new set of speakers but also noisy environments. Fur-
thermore, we found out that the encoder and decoder serve as the
feature-reuse layers, while the separator is the task-specific module.

Index Terms— Speech separation, meta-learning, MAML,
ANIL

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech separation (SS) is an important research topic and has been
widely studied. Due to its outstanding nonlinear modeling capa-
bility, deep-learning algorithms have been used as core models in
the state-of-the-art SS systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. Although these deep-
learning-based SS approaches have been shown to obtain revolution-
ary improvements over traditional SS methods, there are still several
challenges to further address. A notable one is regarding the gen-
eralizability. When the speakers for the mixture signals are differ-
ent, or the acoustic environments are different in training and testing
phases, the SS performance may degrade. Since SS is often used as
pre-processing in speech-related applications, an imperfect SS per-
formance may result in unsatisfactory speech recognition, speaker
identification, and audio classification tasks.

A feasible approach to improve the generalizability of the SS
system is to establish a gigantic model, which is trained from mix-
tures covering different speakers and acoustic environments. Never-
theless, it is challenging to build such a model in two aspects. First,
there are always new mixtures of speakers and recording environ-
ments, and it is difficult to list all of the combinations exhaustively.
Second, collecting labeled data (mixtures and the corresponding sin-
gle speakers and acoustic environments) is expensive. Therefore,
preparing an SS model with a good ability to learn and adapt to new
mixtures quickly based on a few examples is a more suitable alter-
native.

Meta-learning, or the learning-to-learn algorithm, gains great
attention in the machine learning field recently. It is different

?The two first authors made equal contributions.

Fig. 1: Illustration of multi-task learning and meta-learning on
speech separation. The solid line represents the learning process of
pretraining. The dashed line represents a fast adaptation to unseen
speakers.

from multi-task learning, which aims to find a model that per-
forms well in all training tasks. The goal of meta-learning is to
learn an initialized model that is capable of adapting to or gen-
eralizing well on new tasks that are not involved in the training
phase. Meta-learning has been applied in computer vision re-
search and achieved great success in image classification[5, 6,
7, 8]. Meanwhile, several natural language and speech process-
ing tasks also adopt meta-learning and attain promising results,
such as neural machine translation[9], dialogue generation[10],
text classification[11], word sense disambiguation[12], and so on,
speaker adaptive training[13], speech-to-intent classification[14],
code-switched speech recognition[15], and speech recognition[16].

In this work, we used the MAML algorithm [17] and the ANIL
algorithm [18] to build an SS system. Among the various meta-
learning criteria [7, 17, 18, 19], we believe that these two methods
are more suitable for the SS task due to the following properties.
First, the model-agnostic property allows them to apply on any mod-
els trained with any specific gradient descent methods and loss func-
tions. Second, additional modules are not required, which will not
increase the overall system complexity. In summary, the major con-
tribution of the present work is twofold:

1. To our best knowledge, this is the first method that applies
meta-learning to the SS task.

2. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the pro-
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posed SS system to quickly adapt to different datasets,
confirming the system’s generalizability has been notably
improved when encountering new testing scenarios.

2. PROPOSED METHODS

2.1. Speech separation model

For the single channel SS task, we want to estimate C sources
s1(t), s2(t), . . . , sC(t) ∈ RT from a mixture x(t) ∈ RT . In this
study, we used Conv-TasNet[1] as the SS model. Conv-Tasnet is a
fully-convolutional time-domain audio separation network, which
consists of an encoder, a separator, and a decoder. First, the en-
coder maps the mixture x(t) to a high-dimensional representation

h ∈ RD×T
′

through applying a 1-D convolutional transformation.

h = encoder(x(t)) (1)

Then, the separator estimates C masks mi ∈ RD×T
′
, i = 1, . . . , C

and generates separated features di ∈ RD×T
′
.

mi = separator(h) (2)

di = h�mi (3)
Finally, the estimated source signals ŝi ∈ R1×T are obtained by ap-
plying transposed 1-D convolutional transformation on the separated
features in the decoder.

ŝi = decoder(di) (4)

The objective function used to train the Conv-TasNet is the scale-
invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR), as shown below:{

starget =
ŝ·s
‖s‖2 s

SI-SNR = 10 log10
‖starget‖2

‖ŝ−starget‖2
(5)

where s is the ground truth source and ŝ is the estimated signal, and
‖s‖2 is the signal power. starget is the projection from ŝ to s. An
utterance-level permutation invariant training(uPIT) [20] was used
during the loss calculation process to overcome the source permuta-
tion problem.

2.2. Meta-learning tasks for speech separation

In real-world scenarios, the mixtures may be from a different
set of speakers. Assume that a scenario includes n speakers
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, and Ai = {sij} denotes speech signals
from the speaker pi. We first select a subset of speakers Q ⊆ P .
By mixing the speech signals between different speakers in Q with
various SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) levels, we can prepare a source
task T si . This task is considered as seen when preparing the SS
models. The rest speakers and the corresponding utterances are then
used to form the target task T tj , which is assumed unavailable when
training the SS models. It is clear that the two tasks contain different
speakers, and the SS model trained by T si may not perform well
when testing on T ti .

2.3. MAML

The main concept of meta-learning is to prepare a model trained
on the source tasks, Tsource = {T s1 , T s2 , . . . , T sn}, and the model
has good capability to quickly adapt to the target tasks Ttarget =
{T t1 , T t2 , . . . , T tm}. The overall process can be divided into two
phases, the meta-learning phase, and the fine-tuning phase.

2.3.1. Meta-learning phase

The meta-learning phase tries to find a set of well-initialized param-
eters for the model, which is easy to be adapted to the target do-
main. To this end, the algorithm can be divided into two optimiza-
tion loops, namely inner loop and outer loop. We first draw a batch
{τ1, . . . , τB} with a batch size B from the distribution of source
tasks PTsource . For each task τb, we split the data into two sets, sup-
port set τ sup

b and query set τ que
b . For the one-shot learning setting,

only one mixture is used in the support set.
In the inner loop, we first conduct the task-specific learning pro-

cess and perform the inner loop separately for each task. For each
task τb, the learning process can be formulated as finding the param-
eters that minimize the SI-SNR loss with uPIT over the support set
τ sup
b ,

θb = argmin
θ
Lτ sup

b
(θ) (6)

We calculate θb by using one or multiple gradient descent steps. For
simplicity of notation, we formulated it in one gradient descent step
with meta-learning rate α as below.

θb ← θ − α∇θLτ sup
b
(θ) (7)

In the outer loop, we utilize the task-specific models, which are
computed by the inner loop, to update the initialized parameters for
the generalized model. We define the meta loss function over the
query set τ que

b as,

Lmeta(θ) =

B∑
b=1

Lτque
b
(θb) (8)

The ultimate goal is to find the generalized model, which has the
ability to quickly adapt to each task. This can be formulated using
the meta loss function.

θ? = argmin
θ
Lmeta(θ) (9)

Finally, we perform gradient descent to update the model parame-
ters.

θ ← θ − β∇θ
B∑
b=1

Lτque
b
(θb) (10)

2.3.2. Fine-tuning phase

During the fine-tuning phase, we intend to adapt the model to the
target task. In MAML, the adaptation procedure in the fine-tuning
phase is the same as that in the meta-learning stage. In the one-
shot learning setup, only one data sample dj in the target task T tj
is available for adaptation. We obtain the target task-specific model
θj by performing gradient descent on the well-initialized model θ
(obtained from the meta-learning phase). The overall procedure is:

θj ← θ − α∇θL(dj , θ) (11)

2.4. ANIL

ANIL, as a simplified version of MAML, provides similar perfor-
mance on computational efficiency. MAML is featured as rapid
learning, while ANIL is featured as feature reuse. In rapid learn-
ing, the meta-initialization in the outer loop learns parameters that
are favorable for fast adaptation. Thus, a huge number of parameters
and representational changes take place in the inner loop. In fea-
ture reuse, the meta-initialization already contains useful informa-
tion that can be reused. Therefore, only little changes are required



in the inner loop. Assume the model θ can be split into two parts,
generalized feature extraction layers, and task-specific layers. Let ω
be the meta initialization parameters of task-specific layers. Since
the generalized feature extraction layers learned the shared repre-
sentations for all tasks, they will not be updated during adaptation.
Compared to MAML, ANIL only updates the task-specific layers in
the inner loop. Thus the adaptation procedure, which is different
from Eq. 7, can be formulated as,

ωb ← ω − α∇ωLτ sup
b
(ω) (12)

For the same reason, we only update the task-specific layers in the
fine-tuning phase. Therefore, we modified Eq. 11 to

ωj ← ω − α∇ωL(dj , ω). (13)

Finally, with fixed feature extraction layers and updated task-specific
layers, we can then obtain a SS model for the target task.

3. EXPERIMENT SETUPS

In the experiment, we used Conv-TasNet with the configuration that
yields the best performance in [1] as the core SS model. We fo-
cused on one-shot learning in the two-speaker SS task in the experi-
ment. Also, we prepared the datasets for meta-learning SS (metaSS),
which are called WSJ0-2mix-meta, Libri-2mix-meta, and VCTK-
2mix-meta.

3.1. Dataset

We used WSJ0-2mix-meta as our training set, Libri-2mix-meta , and
VCTK-2mix-meta dataset as our testing sets. The WSJ0-2mix-meta,
Libri-2mix-meta and VCTK-2mix-meta datasets are generated from
Wall Street Journal dataset (WSJ0)[21], LibriSpeech[22] and VCTK
corpus[23], respectively. All mixtures in these meta SS datasets are
generated by the following process. First, we selected three utter-
ances of each speaker from the source dataset. Then, we selected
two speakers to form a task. In each task, we mixed the utterances
from these two speakers at a random SNR level between 0 dB and 5
dB and resampled the mixture to 8 kHz. Thus, there will be 3×3 = 9
mixtures in one task. The example of how to form the support and
query set is illustrated in Fig. 2. The WSJ0 corpus has 101 speakers
in si tr s. All of them are included to form WSJ0-2mix-meta. Hence,
a total of

(
101
2

)
= 5050 tasks are generated. These meta tasks are

then split into 4050 tasks (54.7 hours) and 1000 tasks (13.5 hours)
for the training and develop sets, respectively.

For the testing sets, the Libri-2mix-meta dataset is constructed
from the LibriSpeech test-clean set. There are 40 speakers with clean
utterances in the LibriSpeech test-clean set. We sampled 14 speak-
ers to construct 91 tasks (1 hour) for testing. The VCTK-2mix-meta
dataset was created from the VCTK dataset. There are 109 English
speakers with different accents in the VCTK dataset. We also ran-
domly chose 14 speakers to form 91 tasks (0.7 hours) in VCTK-
2mix-meta.

We used the noise profiles in the MUSAN corpus [24] as the
noise sources. The dataset included various technical and non-
technical noise profiles, such as fax machine noises, DTMF tones,
and dial tones. Furthermore, ambient sounds such as rain, paper
rustling, animal noises, are also included. The noise sources were
mixed with the SS data in Libri-2mix-meta and VCTK-2mix-meta
between SNR 10 dB and 15 dB SNR levels for testing.

Fig. 2: We prepared nine mixtures in a task to form the support set
and the query set. In the one-shot scenario, there is only one mixture
in the support set. Considering that a source speech cannot appear
in both support and query sets, there are only four mixtures in the
query set.

3.2. Multi-task & transfer learning

To deal with the low resource problem in the target domain, there are
several works [25, 26, 27] using transfer learning algorithms. The
main idea is to pretrain and leverage the knowledge learned from a
high resource dataset, and then perform transfer learning to adapt
the pretrained model to match the low resource data. We build our
baseline model in this scenario. In the pretraining phase, we trained
the SS model on the WSJ0-2mix-meta dataset. The data of all tasks
are used to train the SS model.

In the transfer learning phase, the model is updated over an ex-
ample in the support set and evaluated on four examples in the query
set for each task. We implemented and compared the performance
using three kinds of adaptation methods. First, we adopt the same
process as Eq. 11 and denoted it as ”m”(stands for MAML) in the
experiments. Second, the task-specific layers are updated, which is
the same as Eq. 13. We tested the performance of using either the
separator (denoted as ”a s”) or the autoencoder (encoder & decoder,
denoted as ”a c”) as the task-specific layer.

3.3. Meta-learning

In the experiments, we analyzed two meta-learning methods,
MAML and ANIL. Before meta-learning training, we used the
pretrained model mentioned in section 3.2 as our initial model. We
then trained the model with the meta-learning method on the WSJ0-
2mix-meta training set for 25 epochs. Then, we picked the best
model by evaluating on the WSJ0-2mix-meta development set. For
ANIL, we considered two cases for the task-specific module, which
we updated in the inner loop and during the fine-tuning phase. For
ANIL s, we viewed the separator as the task-specific module; for
ANIL c, we viewed the autoencoder as the task-specific module.
The fine-tuning and evaluation process is the same as section 4.1.
The performance is measured in SI-SNRi [28].



method p.t. f.t. libri vctk libri n vctk n

(1) best - 8.97 5.32 7.00 4.35
(2) best m 8.80 4.90 6.88 3.98
(3) best a s 9.06 5.51 7.54 4.57
(4) best a c 8.99 5.12 7.47 4.56
(5) half - 8.35 5.08 6.37 4.28
(6)

Multitask

half m 8.53 5.16 6.56 4.39

(7) best m 9.84 7.76 7.56 5.99
(8) half m 9.55 7.94 7.59 6.38
(9)

MAML
- m 9.38 8.62 7.54 7.18

Table 1: Evaluation results of multi-task learning and MAML with
different pretrained epochs and fine-tuning methods on Libri-2mix-
meta and VCTK-2mix-meta with and without noise involvement.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Multi-task & meta-learning

In this experiment, we analyzed the meta-learning method (the
MAML method was reported as a representative here), where the
multi-task learning is also reported for comparison. In multi-task
learning, we first pretrained our model on the WSJ0-2mix-meta
training set for 100 epochs. During training, we identified the best
model by evaluating the models on the WSJ0-2mix-meta devel-
opment set. The best model was trained for 84 epochs, and this
model will be used in the following experiments. Apart from the
best model, we also chose the model trained for 50 epochs for the
experiment, which we refer to as ”half” in Table 1. In the table, the
pretrained models by multi-task training were used for models (7)
and (8). We also tested the fine-tune learning rate(referred as α in
Eq. 11 and 13) of multi-task learning models in the range between
10−6 and 0.05. The results are shown in Fig. 3. To obtain optimal
baseline models, a learning rate that achieved the best performance
was used. We also set the learning rate to 0.01 for the meta-learning
models, which is consistent to the training stage.

For MAML, model (7), which is based on the the best pretrained
model, obtained the best performance on Libri-2mix-meta; model
(8), which is based on the half pretrained model, achieved the highest
SI-SNRi score on Libri-2mix-meta with noise; moreover, model (9)
yields the best score on the VCTK-2mix-meta both with and without
noise. It is clear that all the best results are from the models trained
based on the MAML method. Thus, we can conclude that meta-
learning models outperform multi-task learning not only on the test
sets of unseen speakers but also SS with noise involved.

By further comparing the results of models (1), (5) and (2), (6),
the performance drops in most cases while using the half pretrained
model. However, we can see a different result from MAML by
comparing between models (7) and (8). Though we used the half
pretrained model rather than the best pretrained model, the perfor-
mances are still better in most of the cases. This suggests that we do
not need to pretrain our models using all training epochs in MAML
in most of the cases.

From results in models (2), (3), (4), we can see the effect of
different fine-tuning methods for multi-task learning. Model (3) per-
forms better than models (2) and (4), indicating that fine-tuning on
the separator module outperforms fine-tuning on the whole model
and the autoencoder. This suggests that the layers in the separa-
tor play a more important role in the task-specific layers in the SS
model. Comparing these methods to model (1), which is not fine-
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Fig. 3: For each fine-tuning method, we evaluate the performance by
adjusting the learning rate α in the range of 10−6 to 0.05. We took
the average of the SI-SNRi scores in all testing datasets.

tuned after multi-task learning, models (3) and (4) perform better
while model (2) suffered from performance degradation. The results
show that fine-tuning on task-specific layers is more effective than
multi-task learning without fine-tuning.

4.2. Feature reuse & rapid learning

method p.t. f.t. libri vctk libri n vctk n

(1) best m 9.84 7.76 7.56 5.99
(2) MAML - m 9.38 8.62 7.54 7.18

(3) best a s 9.67 7.92 7.64 6.17
(4) ANIL s - a s 9.48 7.57 7.53 6.16

(5) ANIL c best a c 8.89 6.52 7.03 5.33

Table 2: The evaluation results for different meta-learning methods
with different pretraining and fine-tuning methods on two testing sets
with and without noise.

Table 2 shows the result of the complete meta-learning results by
both MAML and ANIL. By comparing models (3) and (5), ANIL s
performs better in all the datasets, showing that the separator is the
task-specific module, while the encoder and the decoder are the mod-
ules that generalize reused features. However, we can see that up-
dating and fine-tune on the whole model is the best way in the meta-
learning methods by comparing models (1), (2), (3), and (4). Thus,
rapid learning is the best way for the SS model to adapt to new speak-
ers and noisy environments.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed meta-learning approaches on SS with the
aim to quickly adapt to new situations. Experimental results con-
firmed that the proposed method outperforms the multi-task learning
method on new speakers and noisy conditions. Also, we analyzed
different methods and found out that the separator plays a more im-
portant role for the task-specific module in SS. Because the model-
agnostic method is used in this study, we adopted Conv-TasNet as
the SS model throughout our experiments. In future work, we will
test the meta-learning methods on other SS models.
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